[Spectral analysis of maorenshen (Actinidia valvata) and its confusable materials].
This article reports the spectral analysis of Maorenshen (Actinidia valvata) and its confusable materials Actinidia chinennsis and Actinidia polygama by fluorescence test, ultraviolet spectrophotometry and fluorescence spectrophotometry. Strong green or blue fluorescence was observed at UV 254 nm in aqueous solutions of Actinidia chinesis and Actinidia polygama, and was barely seen in that of Maorenshen. There were also obvious differences among the ultraviolet spectra and fluorescence spectra of the extracted solutions of the three materials. No obvious absorption band was observed in the UV spectra of ethanol-extracted solution of Maorenshen, an absorption band at 280 nm was observed in the UV spectra of Actinidia chinensis and Actinidia polygama in ethanol extract-solutions. There were also different wavelength and strength in fluorescence spectra among extracted solutions of Maorenshen, Actinidia chinensis and Actinidia polygama. Therefore, it is feasible to identify Maorenshen (Actinidia valvata) and its confusable materials by ultraviolet spectrophotometry and fluorescence spectrophotometry.